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PART 1 - An Introduction to CSR & CSR-A

Corporate Social Responsibility
as a Strategic Tool
CSR Accreditation (CSR-A) have established
a new standard and framework for social
responsibility that allows organisations to
define, measure and report relevant activity.
This framework will ultimately deliver a CSR
Accreditation, data for ESG reporting, identify
relevant activity corresponding to the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals,
increase stakeholder engagement and provide
powerful brand reputation benefits. The
framework is designed around the CSR Four
Pillars of Environment, Workplace, Community
and Philanthropy.
The CSR Accreditation application process
allows for private, third and public sector
organisations of every size to record, develop
and deliver impact and purpose. Ultimately
CSR Accreditation shapes policy that can
be developed to support an ongoing social
responsibility strategy which should be

integrated into every business strategy.
CSR Accreditation provides independent
recognition of an organisation’s socially
responsible activities. It is a powerful way to
communicate these positive actions to all
audiences and stakeholders. Customers and
clients want to trust organisations that they
engage with. Employees want to work for
values-driven employers and investors want
to know that an organisation is addressing it’s
social and ethical responsibilities.
It is clear that organisations who understand
their social responsibilities and explore ways
in which to integrate them into strategy will
reap the rewards of enhanced competitive
positions. Ultimately these strategies will
benefit all stakeholders and wider society.

Richard Collins
Managing Director CSR-A
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Please familiarise yourself with all four sections of this
document. It contains vital tools and information for
the composition of your CSR Accreditation application!
The guidance contains essential information to help you through the process of
application and provides vital activity lists, categorised by the Four Pillars on the
types of activity that are required for successful applications. CSR-A applies a ‘blank
canvas’ approach to applications and you are encouraged to include all and any
information on CSR activity that is outside of the experience described here. We
are very interested in any unique or innovative activity so please make sure you
include it in the ‘Other’ section provided at the end of the application form.
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1.1 What is Corporate Social
Responsibility Accreditation?
Good CSR policies drive positive corporate
change. Supported by well defined
objectives and measurable targets,
the efforts you make toward your CSR
Accreditation application will provide
the foundations for ongoing policy for
integration into business strategy, ensuring
a sustainable and ethical organisation.

A CSR Accreditation should be used to:

Organisations and their stakeholders, are now
aware of the essential nature and intrinsic
benefits of socially responsible behaviour.
An organisation’s activity in relation to the
society in which it operates and its impact on
the environment have become a critical part
of the measurement of overall performance
and ultimately affects whether it can continue
to operate effectively. Organisations are now
subject to greater scrutiny by their various
stakeholder groups and by society at large.
The ultimate aim is to achieve a positive impact
on society as a whole while maximising the
creation of shared value for all stakeholders.
CSR Accreditation examines all the impacts an
organisation has on the environment, society
and stakeholders, providing the information
you require to mitigate risk and plan for future
sustainability and growth.

•

Deliver the information required for
ESG (Environmental Social Governance)
reporting for tendering and investment.

•

Identify any United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG’s) which you may
wish to support.

•

Write a Social Value policy.

•

Reduce negative impact across all Four Pillars

•

Produce a Social Impact Report.

•

Enrich, enable and engage employees,
shareholders and stakeholders.

A report by Social Enterprise UK has
revealed that one third of councils
in England now routinely consider
social value and Corporate Social
Responsibility in their procurement
and commissioning briefs.
Thornton & Lowe
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1.2 Why Achieve CSR Accreditation
Effective CSR policy has many advantages
values-driven employers and investors want
that apply to all organisations, regardless of to know that an organisation is addressing its
size, purpose or sector.
ethical responsibilities.
In addressing social responsibility issues an
organisation should first understand two vital
relationships.
1. Between the organisation, the
environment and society. All operational
decisions, activities and processes impact on
society and the environment.
2. Between the organisation and its
stakeholders. An organisation should be
aware of all its stakeholders ie. those whose
interests are directly affected by the decisions,
activities and processes of the organisation.
Positive corporate social responsibility policy
improves an organisation’s public image,
reputation and relationship with consumers. It
also improves its relationship with its employees
and its wider range of stakeholders.

It’s all about impacts.
Good impacts improve:
•

Consumer loyalty

•

End user loyalty

•

Staff loyalty

•

Referrals and brand visibility

Customers want to trust organisations they
engage with. Employees want to work for

It is amazing what we are already doing that
we don’t talk about. Most of us will have already
implemented positive action in one or more of
the CSR Four Pillars.
Achieving CSR Accreditation is a visible
testimony of excellence in social responsibility
policy and practice. The Accreditation enables
you to better integrate social, environmental,
ethical, human rights and consumer concerns
into your business operations and strategy and
provides you with a real competitive advantage.

Organisational Governance
& CSR Accreditation
Organisational governance is the most crucial
factor in enabling an organisation to take
responsibility for its impacts. In today’s climate
of immediate social media reaction and
heightened public awareness, it is vital that
organisations avoid green/blue washing and
demonstrate that they are doing what they say
they are going to do.
The CSR Accreditation enables your organisation
to focus and structure your CSR activities in a
way that supports other mechanisms you may
be required to engage, such as ESG reporting,
Ecovardis and various other client bespoke tools.
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1.3 Application & Accreditation
Overview
CSR Accreditation is the assessment of an
organisation’s CSR activity and requires that
an organisation and its senior management
is committed to maintaining acceptable
standards during the three year period of
Accreditation. Ideally senior management
will drive, build and develop on good practice
over the three year period and achieve reaccreditation at the end of the cycle.
The process of achieving CSR Accreditation
begins with your own assessment of every
aspect of your organisation’s operations and
activities in regard to social responsibility.
CSR Accreditation is available to any private,
public or third sector organisation which can
demonstrate a measurable 12 month period
of CSR activity. Any organisation may apply
for Accreditation, regardless of legal structure,
whether it is an incorporated business, a sole
trader/micro, partnership, public or third sector.
Organisations may apply for Accreditation in its
entirety, as a particular site or branch of a larger
entity or a division within an organisation.

Accreditation under the scheme for such
organisations is conditional upon:
A comprehensive report of the policies,
structures and actions regarding responsible
business practice that the applicant has in place
and has undertaken. All organisations submit

an application structured around our Four Pillars
of CSR (Section 2), with help from our Guidance
Notes (Section 4.3) and the application Word
document provided.
An organisation must demonstrate where
possible that claims are genuine with the
providence of evidence uploaded with the
application. Evidence must be submitted in the
requested formats (See Section 3.??).

Application Outcomes
The independent assessment panel will scrutinise
the application and supporting evidence against
the Guidance Notes (Section 4.3). Three members
of the independent assessment panel will score
the application. The scores from all three are
calculated and the results inform CSR-A whether
to award gold, silver or bronze Accreditation or
provide gap analysis.
All successful applications will receive a Gold,
Silver or Bronze Accreditation. Any applicants
that are unsuccessful will receive a gap analysis
report and a chance to re-apply for a nominal
fee within a three month period.
Achieving CSR Accreditation recognises and
endorses your organisation’s actions in regard
of CSR practices. The application document
provides base data that can be built on to
monitor and report your CSR activities and can
be used as content for a Social Impact Report.
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1.3.1 Application Process
1. Complete the simple stage 1 registration
form on our website for free.
2. Download the Guidance for Accreditation
and Word application form.
3. Familiarise yourself with the guidance.
There’s no need to read it all!
4. Collate all the relevant information you can
find from individuals and departments within
your organisation. We want to hear what
you have been doing. This could include
everything from on-site energy saving
initiatives to sponsoring a local football team,
programs, events, initiatives and projects in
which you and your colleagues have been
involved. Its amazing what we are already
doing that we don’t talk about!
5. Talk to colleagues, collect certifications,
statistics and results. Collate evidence into
up-loadable formats. Collect, examine
and analyse data. Calculate savings both
financial and in resources. Include relevant
memberships and accreditations.

7. Once you have completed your Word
application and collated all your evidence,
return to our website and fill in the online
application form. Upload your application
Word document into the online form and
upload your labelled and collated evidence.
8. Retain your application Word document and
evidence for future reference.
9. Let our independent assessment panel do
the rest.
10. You will be informed of the results via email.
Results may be accompanied by gap analysis
if you failed to become Accredited.
11. Receive your CSR Accreditation Mark
and promotional pack, all the benefits of
membership and competitive advantage
that Accreditation provides.

6. Format your findings into our Four Pillars of
CSR using our supplied application Word
document. Keep this document safe as
it will form the basis of an ongoing social
responsibility policy.
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1.3.2 Application Illustrated

Register & Download Resources

Talk to Colleagues & Collate Information

Complete the Word Application document

Examine, Analyse & Report Data

Upload Application & Evidence & Submit

Our Assessment Panel Will Do The Rest!
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1.3.3 Accreditation Process
The independent assessment panel will
review your application document and
supporting evidence. All applications are
assessed by 3 panel members. The panel
are guided by the Independent Assessment
Guidance Notes (Section 3.1) to score an
application.
The assessment panel is totally independent
of CSRA. They are selected because of their
appropriate knowledge, their professional
backgrounds and relevant experience.
The application process is not a ‘tick box’ exercise.
You do not need to show activity in every one of
the Four Pillars to submit a successful application.
Invariably organisations differ greatly in the
strength of activity in each Pillar.
The activity lists found in Section 2 “The Four
Pillars of CSR’ are intended as suggestions to
stimulate thinking and elicit information. The
independent assessment panel are keen to
hear about any original process or thinking by
organisations and are encouraged to score bonus
points for this type of activity. This differentiates
CSR-A from other measurement tools.

The independent assessment panel meets
every 10 weeks to assess applications meaning
that you are only ever 10 weeks from CSR
Accreditation.

Scoring Applications
1. Applications scoring 80+% of full marks will
be awarded Gold status.
2. Applications scoring 65-79% of full marks
will be awarded Silver status
3. Applications scoring 50-64% of full marks
will be awarded Bronze status
Any applicants that are unsuccessful will receive
a gap analysis report on their application and
a chance to re-apply within three months
incurring only a nominal administration fee.
The CSR Accreditation cycle lasts for three
years. Organisations must re-apply for
assessment at the end of this three year cycle.
The application fee for Accredited members is
discounted by 10%.
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1.3.4 Accreditation Illustrated

Applications Distributed to Panel

Three Panellists Review Each Application

Panel Empowered to Reward Merit

Panel Informed by Guidance Notes (3.1)

Results Returned to CSR-A For Distribution

CSR-A Award Accreditation Mark & Pack
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1.4 The Benefits of Accreditation
Better brand recognition:

boost morale and will help both employees and
employers feel more connected with each other
Improve your brand reputation to all of your
audiences through delivering responsible practices and the world around them. An organisation
throughout your organisation, the communities in that delivers social value is aligning their values
to those of the next generation.
which you exist and your supply chain.

Positive brand reputation:
Building a reputation as a responsible
organisation will lead to competitive advantage.

Customer/Client engagement:
CSR Accreditation will help you engage with
your customers in new ways. The message is
about something ‘good’, so is an easier way to
talk to your customers. Organisations often
favour suppliers who have responsible policies,
as this will reflect on how their customers see
them. Some customers don’t just prefer to deal
with responsible companies – they insist on it.

Employee engagement:
Employees want to feel proud of the organisation
they work for and are less likely to look for a job
elsewhere. Accreditation shows an emotional
investment that enriches the quality of our lives
by delivering social value and purpose. It reduces
absenteeism and improves productivity.

Become an employer of choice
CSR activities will help forge a stronger bond
between employee and employer, activity will

Investment:
Investors are more likely to be attracted to
and continue to support organisations that
demonstrate a commitment to the environment,
to stakeholders and to the communities in which
they exist. Accreditation informs ESG Reporting
and other measurement tools.

Environment:
Show how your organisation is minimising
negative environmental impact, conserving
resources, saving energy and reducing waste.

Tendering Trends:
A robust approach to social responsibility will
give you an advantage in the tender process.
It is now common place to be scored on
your Social Responsibility performance when
tendering for both public and private projects.

PR and Marketing:
CSR Accreditation provides the perfect
opportunity to share positive stories online and
through traditional media.
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1.4.1 Benefits Illustrated

Increase Social
Value

Measure Carbon
Footprint

Inform ESG
Scoring

Identify UN
SDGs

Report Social
Impact

Win New Tenders
& Clients

Increase Client
Retention

Influence Supply
Chains

Enhance Business
Relationships

Attract & Retain
Happy Staff

Operational Cost
Reductions

Stand Out From
Competitors

Promote Learning
& Innovation

Improve Business
Reputation

Attract Funding
& Investment

Positive Publicity
Opportunities
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1.5 The Benefits of Membership
Every organisation that submits a successful
CSR Accreditation application becomes a
CSR-A Member and will benefit from:
•

Three years CSR Accreditation.

•

A CSR Accreditation Mark pack and tool-kit.

•

An Accreditation certificate.

•

Automatic entry to the International CSR
Excellence Awards

•

Inclusion in our CSR Accredited members
directory on the CSR-A website.

•

A tree planted in applicants name.

•

CSR-A will donate 5% of profits to charity.
Charities will be rotated and reflect each of
the Four Pillars

•

An Annual CSR Health Check – A free, one
hour telephone consultation.

•

Re-Accreditation consultation call 6 months
prior to your accreditation renewal at the
end of the three year cycle.

•

Members newsletter and exclusive offers.

•

Dedicated members area on the CSR-A
website providing exclusive content.

•

Exclusive members discounts for training,
webinars and events.

•

10% discount is applied to your CSR
Accreditation renewal application fee.

We will plant a tree for every
successful CSR Accreditation

Entry into The International
CSR Excellence Awards

The Green Earth Appeal is a Not-For-Profit
Social Enterprise, changing lives of some of the
planet’s poorest communities through tree
planting, in partnership with the United Nations
Environment Program and with the assistance of
organisations like yours.

All successful CSR Accreditation applicants will
be automatically entered into the International
CSR Excellence Awards.
www.csrawards.co.uk

www.greenearthappeal.org
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1.6 The CSR-A Mark of Excellence
Achieving CSR Accreditation is a visible
testimony of your commitment and
impacts. The Accreditation shows you have
integrated CSR initiatives throughout your
operations and provides you with real
competitive advantage.
Upon successful Accreditation we supply you
with a CSR-A Mark Pack and Logo Tool-kit for
display across all your brand touch-points such

ORGANISATION NAME

as social media, website, advertising, printed
materials, and vehicles. The Accreditation
application also provides content for a Social
Impact Report.
Your Accreditation Mark should be displayed
across all your branded and customer facing
communications and your efforts should be
communicated up and down your supply chain
encouraging others to follow your example.

ORGANISATION NAME

ORGANISATION NAME
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1.7 Fees for Application
Application Fees

Third Sector

CSR-A employ a simple sliding scale for
Accreditation fees. The sliding scale is structured
by size of applicant organisation and the size
designations are as follows.

Third sector organisations benefit from a
discounted rate based on turnover. Third sector
applicants may pay the fee annually.

1. Sole Trader/Micro (1 – 3 employees)
Fee can be paid annually or a 10% discount
is applied for payment in full.

2. Medium (up to £2,000,000 turnover)

2. Small (4 – 20 employees) £1,350
Fee can be paid annually or a 10% discount
is applied for payment in full.
3. Small to Medium (21 -50 employees)
4. Medium (51 to 100 employees)
5. Medium to large (101 – 250 employees)
6. Large (251 to 500 employees)

1. Small (up to £500,000 turnover)
3. Large (over £2,000,000 turnover)

Payment of Fees
Payment of Accreditation application fee will
be issued immediately post submission. CSRA’s payment terms are strictly 30 days from
invoice date. CSR-A reserves the right to remove
Accreditation from organisations that do not
observe our payment terms.

7. Large/Corporate (500+ employees)
8. Large/Corporate (501 – 1000 employees)
9. Large/Corporate (1001 – 5000
employees)
10. Large/Corporate (5001 – 10K employees)
11. Large/Corporate (10K plus employees)

For our full list of Accreditation application fees and
product packages please click here
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1.8 The 3 Year Accreditation Cycle
Accreditation is valid for 3 years

•

Bi-annual Members newsletter

Achieving CSR Accreditation is a visible
testimony of your excellence in Social
Responsibility.

•

Dedicated members area on the CSR-A
website providing exclusive content

•

Exclusive members discounts for training,
webinars and events

•

10% discount on your CSR Accreditation
renewal application fee

The Accreditation shows you have integrated
Social Responsibility initiatives throughout
your operations and provides you with real
competitive advantage.
Upon successful Accreditation we will supply
you with an Accreditation Pack and Logo Toolkit for display across all your brand touch-points.
Every successful CSR Accreditation benefits from:
•

Three years CSR Accreditation

•

A CSR Accreditation logo pack and
guidelines

•

An Accreditation certificate

•

A tree planted in your name

•

Automatic entry to the International CSR
Excellence Awards

•

Inclusion in our CSR Accredited members
directory

•

5% of every application fee will go to our
nominated charity

•

An Annual CSR Health Check – One hour
free consultation

•

CSR Accreditation consultation call 6 months
before your Accreditation renewal

Re-Accreditation
Your CSR Accreditation expires after 3 years.
The date of expiry can be found in your
Accreditation Guide which is supplied with
your pack. You will receive a re-accreditation
notification 6 months prior to your reaccreditation date as part of our membership
package. This should provide ample time to
prepare your application which is subject to a
10% discounted application fee.

Lapsed Accreditations
If you do not apply for re-accreditation
within one month of the expiry date, your
Accreditation is deemed to have expired and
you are required to remove your Accreditation
Mark from all live and ongoing promotional
brand materials.
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2.0 The Four Pillars Overview
The Four Pillars are designed to add
structure to a wide range of socially
responsible activities that an organisation
can engage in. This structure allows activities
to be identified, categorised and measured.
Use the CSR-A Four Pillars structure in
conjunction with the Independent Assessment
Panel Guidance Notes & Criteria to help you
when composing your application. You may
identify practices that are not shown on the

Four Pillars activity lists. Please include anything
you consider relevant. We are interested in any
and all activity which demonstrates benefit
to the environment, your workforce and the
local and wider community. Carry out a gap
analysis to identify areas that need addressing.
Along with reporting on what you are already
doing, the Independent Assessment Panel are
interested in plans for future activity.

Environment Pillar

Community Pillar

Focuses on eco-issues such as the mitigation
of climate change, energy conservation, waste
and re-cycling and carbon footprint.

Focuses on how organisations provide
support for communities. Community
involvement engages staff in a meaningful way.

Workplace Pillar

Philanthropy Pillar

Focuses on policy and activity that improves
working conditions and addresses work life
balance for employees and their families. It also
encompasses ethical products and services
and customer/client care issues.

Support for charities through volunteering,
donation, sponsorship or other means. The
Community and Philanthropy Pillars have
some overlap. It is left up to the applicant
organisation to decide which Pillar is relevant.
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2.1 Environment Pillar

The decisions and activities of
organisations invariably have an
impact on the environment no
matter where they are located.
These impacts may be associated
with the organisation’s use of
resources, the activities of the
organisation, the generation of
pollution and wastes, and the

impacts of the organisation’s
activities on natural habitats. To
reduce environmental impacts,
organisations should adopt an
integrated approach that takes
into consideration the direct and
indirect economic, social, health and
environmental implications of their
decisions and activities.
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Environmental Activities List - Overview

Environmental - Energy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low energy heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning systems.
Renewable energy and green technologies.
LED Lighting or low energy lights.
Low energy heating, waste heat recovery or
combined heat and power systems.
Low flow plumbing, touch free taps, grey water and
rainwater harvesting.
Long service life ventilation and air conditioning
units and energy recovery solutions.
Recycling, responsible disposal and up-cycling of
office equipment.
Low carbon buildings, steel fabrication and
modular construction.
Behavioural measures and good housekeeping
practices.
Employee engagement in energy efficiency.
Energy saving awareness campaigns in the
workplace.
Climate change mitigation and adaptation policy.

Environmental - Natural Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you have a water saving policy?
Water efficient toilets, kitchens - aerators, dual flush
toilets, water meters.
Reduced dependence on fossil fuels.
Greenhouse gas reduction - building insulation,
more efficient appliances and boilers
Behavioural measures - switching off lights and
appliances, turning down thermostats.
Improved biodiversity - promoting the diversity
of habitats and species at premises and/or in the
wider community.
Sustainable resource use - recycled paper, refillable
printer cartridges, fair trade suppliers.

Environmental - Travel
•
•
•
•
•

Does your organisation have a travel policy in place?
Minimising business travel - through use of
technology and/or best practice.
Teleconferencing and digital meeting platforms.
Low carbon driving incentives such as hybrid and
electric vehicles.
Promoting hybrid, electric and low carbon
vehicles available through fleet and/or staff
company car scheme.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable motoring infrastructure - installing
charge points for electric vehicles.
The Government’s Cycle to Work Scheme government tax exemption initiative introduced in
the Finance Act 1999.
Car sharing schemes.
Commuting plans - remote working and flexible
hours, commuters clubs.
Work from home days.
Clean air initiatives - waste and recycling
consolidation, streamlining deliveries.

Environmental - Supply Chain Management
•
•
•
•
•

Does you have a sustainable supply
chain policy?
Do you monitor your supplier chain - motivate
suppliers, work collaboratively?
Reduce product miles - source local suppliers,
streamline supplier activity.
Monitor baseline performance with suppliers.
Develop collaborative training and capacity
building programmes.

Environmental - Waste
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Do you have a waste management policy?
Do you recycle paper and card?
Do you recycle, repair, reuse office equipment furniture, computers etc.?
Do you source alternative materials to plastics?
Do you have a zero waste to landfill policy?
Food waste reduction - anaerobic digestion.
Hazardous waste management - including but
not limited to: Aerosols Adhesives Industrial
Solvents Waste Electrical and Electronic equipment
(WEEE) Fluorescent tubes Batteries Laboratory
and Bulk Chemicals Acids Washings Rags, wipes,
contaminated packaging Pharmaceuticals Paint Oil
Asbestos Sanitary Waste.
Prevention of pollution - discharges to water, waste
management, use and disposal of toxic and hazardous
chemicals, other identifiable forms of pollution.
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2.1.1 Energy
Does your organisation have an environmental policy?
Do you implement and monitor energy saving initiatives?
All traditional energy sources have negative effects. But they differ enormously in their negative
aspects. Fossil fuels are the dirtiest and most immediately dangerous to the environment.
Nuclear energy sources are cleaner but carry the potential for disaster and have the inherent
problem of hazardous waste disposal.
Sustainable energy is power which is able to be replenished within a human lifetime and so cause
no long-term damage to the environment. Sustainable energy includes all renewable energy
sources, such as hydroelectricity, biomass, geothermal, wind, wave, tidal and solar energies.
•

Consider energy consumption in buildings - monitoring and low energy heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning systems.

•

Renewable energy and green technologies - where possible, incorporated into business
practice, functions and premises.

•

Lighting - such as LED and low energy lights.

•

Heating - low energy, waste heat recovery or combined heat and power systems.

•

Hot water usage - low flow plumbing, touch free taps, grey water and rainwater harvesting.

•

Ventilation and air conditioning - long service life units and energy recovery.

•

Office equipment - recycling, responsible disposal and up-cycling.

•

Building Fabric - steel fabrication and modular construction.

•

Low carbon buildings.

•

Good housekeeping and people solutions.

•

Employee engagement in energy efficiency.

•

Energy saving awareness campaigns in the workplace.

•

Climate change mitigation and adaptation.

•

Carbon foot-printing: Does your organisation measure its carbon footprint? What statistics, KPIs
and reductions have you made?

•

Please show statistical data where available.
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2.1.2 Natural Resources
Does your organisation have a policy for conserving natural resources?
Natural resources are materials from the Earth that are used to support life and meet people’s
needs. They include oil, coal, natural gas, metals, stone and sand and are naturally occurring on
our planet. Other natural resources are air, sunlight, soil and water. Animals, birds, fish and plants
can also be classified natural resources.
Natural resources are classified as potential, actual, reserve, or stock resources based on their
stage of development. Natural resources are either renewable or non-renewable depending on
whether or not they replenish naturally.
•

Water efficient toilets, kitchens - aerators, dual flush toilets, installing water meters.

•

Reduce dependence on oil and gas.

•

Greenhouse gas reduction - building insulation, more efficient appliances and boilers,
behavioural measures - switching off lights and appliances, turning down thermostats.

•

Improved biodiversity - promoting the diversity of habitats and species within premises and
in the wider community.

•

Sustainable resource use - recycled paper, refillable printer cartridges, fair trade suppliers.

2.1.3 Travel
Does your organisation have a sustainable travel policy in place?
In this case travel refers to commuting to and from the place of work and any requirements such
as travelling to and from meetings away from the place of work.
•

Minimising business travel - through use of technology and/or best practice.

•

Teleconferencing - Facetime, Skype and other digital meeting platforms.

•

Low carbon driving incentives - hybrid and electric vehicles.

•

Promoting hybrid, electric and low carbon vehicles available through fleet and/or staff
company car scheme.

•

Sustainable motoring infrastructure - installing charge points for electric vehicles.

•

The Government’s Cycle to Work Scheme - government tax exemption initiative introduced
in the Finance Act 1999.

•

Car sharing schemes.

•

Commuting plans - remote working and flexible hours, commuter’s clubs.

•

Work from home days.

•

Clean air initiatives - waste and recycling consolidation, streamlining deliveries.
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2.1.4 Supply Chain Management
Does your organisation operate a sustainable supply chain policy?
A supply chain is defined as the entire process of making and selling commercial goods,
including every stage from the supply of materials and the manufacture of the goods through
to their distribution and sale. Successfully managing supply chains is essential to any company
hoping to compete.
•

Map your supplier chain - motivate suppliers, work collaboratively.

•

Reduce product miles - source local suppliers, streamline supplier activity.

•

Monitor baseline performance with suppliers.

•

Develop training and capacity building programmes.

2.1.5 Waste
Does your organisation have a waste management policy?
Waste management is the activities and actions required to manage waste from its inception to
its disposal. This includes the collection, transport, treatment and disposal of waste, together with
monitoring and regulation of the waste management process.
There are four major categories of waste: municipal solid waste, industrial waste, agricultural
waste and hazardous waste.
Waste management reduces the effect of waste on the environment, health, and so on. It can
also help reuse or recycle resources, such as; paper, cans, glass, and so on. There are various type
of waste management that include the disposal of solid, liquid, gaseous, or hazardous substances
As citizens of a society we have a responsibility to manage our waste sustainably. We can do
this following the five R’s of waste management: reduce, reuse, recycle, recover and residual
management.
•

Recycle paper and card.

•

Recycle, repair, reuse office equipment - furniture, computers etc..

•

Plastics - source alternative materials, repair, reuse, recycle.

•

Have a zero waste to landfill policy.

•

Have reducing, reusing, recycling policies.

•

Food waste reduction - anaerobic digestion.

•

Hazardous waste management - including but not limited to: Aerosols Adhesives Industrial
Solvents Waste Electrical and Electronic equipment (WEEE) Fluorescent tubes Batteries
Laboratory and Bulk Chemicals Acids Washings Rags, wipes, contaminated packaging
Pharmaceuticals Paint Oil Asbestos Sanitary Waste.

•

Prevention of pollution - discharges to water, waste management, use and disposal of toxic
and hazardous chemicals, other identifiable forms of pollution.
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2.2 Workplace Pillar

The relationship between a
company and its employees has
a big impact on the relationship
between a company and its
customers. Organisations should
embrace workplace responsibility
as an essential part of any business
model. Employee values are rapidly
changing and organisations must

follow suit and match this strive for
worth and sustainability. Embracing
policy that nurtures and protects
staff contributes to greater business
success. Organisations should
explore incorporating a holistic view
of their strategies and reap the many
benefits that this provides.
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Workplace Activities List - Overview

Workplace - Training
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training - is all essential and developmental training
provided?
Apprenticeships - do you have an apprenticeship
scheme, could you implement one?
Leadership training, learning and development.
Education - training schemes, employee
advancement, skills training.
Promotion prospects - promotions within existing
staff, training, loyalty to staff.
Work experience schemes - facilities and
placements for pupils and students.
Skills development - keeping staff trained in current
techniques, technology and process.

•

•

Workplace - Governance
•
•
•

Workplace - Labour practice

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal promotion of workers.
Flexible working opportunities.
Disciplinary and grievance procedures.
The transfer and relocation of workers following
termination of employment.
Training and skills development.
Health, safety and industrial hygiene.
Fair wages and other forms of compensation.
Working time and rest periods.
Holiday allowance and pay.
Fair disciplinary and dismissal practices.
Provision of canteens.
Access to medical services.

Workplace - Ethical Practice
•
•
•
•
•

Responsible products and services.
Corporate Citizenship - recognizing rights,
responsibilities and aspirations.
Social Impact Reporting - recording your CSR
activities for the benefit of your organisation, your
stakeholders, and the wider community.
Employee communication on CSR - promoting
good practice.
Ethical investment - support companies that
benefit the community and avoid those whose
products and services or business practices are not
good CSR.

Fair Trade - actively supporting producers,
awareness raising and in campaigning for
changes in the rules and practice of conventional
international trade.
Sustainable procurement - examination and
implementation positive of supply chain.

•

Socially responsible decision-making and
implementation.
Investment - of corporate time/effort/funding.
Employee benefits - profit sharing schemes, group
insurance (health, dental, life etc), disability income
protection, retirement benefits, childcare, training,
sick leave.
Health and well-being - education, activities,
counselling.
Allowing observance of national or religious
traditions and customs.
CSR initiatives - for communities/customers/
employees/environment.

Workplace - Policy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Occupational health and safety.
Diversity and Inclusion.
Equal opportunities.
Health support - education, activities, counselling.
Staff well-being - mental and physical health
support.
Family commitment - childcare subsidies or
provision, parental leave, carer facilities, maternity
and paternity agreements.
Flexible working.
Volunteering time or days.
Healthcare benefits such as gym memberships etc.
Customer Care - policy, processes and exceptional
activities.
Customer or consumer relationships - policy,
processes and exceptional activities.
Any other facilities that can help workers achieve a
proper work-life balance.
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2.2.1 Training
Do you provide staff development and investment opportunities, internal promotion initiatives,
skills training? Have staff benefitted? Can initiatives be expanded? Have staff been engaged,
included, trained or otherwise benefitted? Can this activity be evidenced through reporting ,
surveys and data? Can others adopt the procedures to their own benefit?
Organisations can use initiatives to increase social development by addressing important social
concerns, such as fighting discrimination, balancing family responsibilities, promoting health and
well-being and improving the diversity of their workforces. They can also use workplace training
and initiatives to expand the employability of individuals. Experiences, competencies and
qualifications all increase an individual’s capacity to secure and retain satisfactory employment.
This includes the process of expanding people’s choices by widening human capabilities and
functioning. To be educated to a proper standard and to have a satisfactory quality of life,
therefore enabling people to lead long and healthy lives.
•

Training - essential and developmental training.

•

Apprenticeships - do you have an apprenticeship scheme?

•

Leadership training - learning and development.

•

Education - training schemes, employee advancement, skills training.

•

Promotion prospects - promotions within existing staff, training, loyalty to staff.

•

Work experience schemes - facilities and placements for pupils and students.

•

Skills development - keeping staff trained in current techniques, technology and process.

2.2.2 Labour Practice
All practises and policies of an organisation, relating to work undertaken by, on behalf or within
the organisation, including sub-contracted work are encompassed by labour practises. Labour
practices have consequences beyond the relationships a company has with its employees or the
responsibilities that it has at sites that are under its direct control.
Do you provide industrial relations mediation, protection of all labour and human rights, HR
management, protection against bullying and harassment? Have staff benefitted? Can initiatives
be expanded?
•

Internal promotion of workers.

•

Flexible working opportunities.

•

Disciplinary and grievance procedures.

•

The transfer and relocation of workers on termination of employment.

•

Training and skills development.

•

Health, safety and industrial hygiene.

•

Conditions of work, in particular working time and remuneration.

•

Conditions of work and social protection including: Fair wages and other forms of
compensation, Working time and rest periods, Holidays allowance, Fair disciplinary and dismissal
practices, Proper maternity protection, Proper sanitation, Provision of canteens, Access to
medical services, Observance of national or religious traditions and customs.
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2.2.3 Ethical Practice
Organisations have a responsibility to act with due diligence to identify and prevent actual or
potential human rights issues that result from their own practises or the practises of those with
which they are engaged. Organisations also have a responsibility to influence the behaviour of
others, if there is cause for concern over human rights violations in which the organisation may
or may not be implicated.
Organisations should take a positive and constructive view of diversity among the people with
whom it employs and interacts. It should consider the gains for its own operations in terms of
the value added by the full development of human resources and relations.
Do you prioritise support for local suppliers, have a policy for sustainable/ethical procurement,
customer and stakeholder engagement? Have stakeholders benefitted? Can initiatives be
expanded?
•

Responsible products and services.

•

Corporate Citizenship - recognising rights, responsibilities and aspirations.

•

Social Impact Reporting - recording your socially accountable activities for the benefit of your
organisation, your stakeholders, and the wider community.

•

Employee communication on social responsibility - promoting good practice.

•

Ethical investment - support for companies that benefit the community and avoid those
whose products and services or business practices are indifferent or harmful.

•

Fair Trade - actively supporting producers, awareness raising and in campaigning for changes
in the rules and practice of conventional international trade.

•

Sustainable procurement - examination and implementation of positive supply chain.
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2.2.4 Governance
Governance has been defined to refer to structures and processes that are designed to ensure
accountability, transparency, responsiveness, rule of law, stability, equity and inclusiveness,
empowerment, and broad-based participation. ... In the development literature, the term ‘good
governance’ is frequently used.
Governance helps you to always act in the best interests of the business. More specifically, it can
improve the performance of your business, help it become more stable and productive, and
unlock new opportunities. It can reduce risks, and enable faster and safer growth. It can also
improve reputation and foster trust.
Governance is the practice of the board of directors coming together to make decisions about
the direction of the company. Duties such as oversight, strategic planning, decision-making and
financial planning fall under governance activities.
Is your organisation participatory, consensus oriented, accountable, transparent, responsive,
effective and efficient, equitable and inclusive and you follow the rule of law? Are processes of
disclosure and transparency followed so as to provide regulators and shareholders as well as the
general public with precise and accurate information about the financial, operational and other
aspects of the company?
•

Socially responsible decision-making and implementation.

•

Investment - of corporate time/effort/funding.

•

Employee benefits - profit sharing schemes, group insurance (health, dental, life etc..),
disability income protection, retirement benefits, childcare, training, sick leave.

•

Socially responsible initiatives - for communities/customers/employees/environment.
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2.2.5 Policy
Companies have responsibilities to their workforce and to those consumers and customers
to which they provide products. These responsibilities should be structured in clear, workable
company policy. They should provide instruction and easy to understand, accurate information,
using fair, transparent and helpful marketing information and contractual processes. They should
also promote sustainable consumption and where possible, products and services that provide
access to and cater for all, including the vulnerable and people with disabilities.
Do you have policies for equal opportunities, health and safety, well-being, diversity and
inclusion, mental health support? Have staff benefitted? Can initiatives be expanded?
•

Health and safety at work. Occupational health and safety.

•

Diversity and Inclusion.

•

Equal opportunities.

•

Health - education, activities, counselling.

•

Staff well-being - mental and physical health support.

•

Family commitment - childcare subsidies, parental leave, carer facilities.

•

Flexible working.

•

Maternity and Paternity agreements.

•

Volunteering days.

•

Healthcare benefits, gym memberships etc.

•

Customer care.

•

Customer or consumer relationships.
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2.2.6 Supporting Information for
the Workplace Pillar
2.2.7 Conditions of work and
social protection
Conditions of work include;
•

Fair wages and other forms of compensation

•

Working time and rest periods

•

Holidays allowance and pay

•

Fair disciplinary and dismissal practices

•

Proper maternity protection

•

Proper sanitation

•

Provision of canteens

•

Access to medical services

•

Allowing observance of national or religious
traditions and customs

•

Respecting the family responsibilities of
workers by providing parental leave and,
when possible, childcare

•

Any other facilities that can help workers
achieve a proper work-life balance.

2.2.8 Health and safety at work
The highest degree of physical, mental and
social welfare of an organisation’s workers
and prevention of harm caused by working
conditions must be promoted and maintained.
Workers must be protected from risks to health
and the occupational environment should be
adapted to the physiological and psychological
needs of workers.
It should also be noted that pollution and other
workplace hazards such as waste may also have
negative impacts on communities and the
environment.
Issues over dangerous equipment, processes,
practices and substances (chemical, physical
and biological) should be addressed.
The financial and social burden on society of
environmental issues such as pollution and
hazardous waste disposal, work-related illness,
injuries and death is heavy.
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2.2.9 Staff development and
training in the workplace

The following are examples of specific groups
together with specific related expectations:

This includes the process of expanding people’s
choices by widening human capabilities and
functioning. To be educated t and to have a
satisfactory quality of life, therefore enabling
people to lead long and healthy lives.

Policy and activities of an organisation should
promote the equal treatment of all genders in
the political, social and economic arenas.

Organisations can use initiatives to increase
social development by addressing important
social concerns, such as fighting discrimination,
balancing family responsibilities, promoting
health and well-being and improving the
diversity of their workforces.
They can also use workplace training and
initiatives to expand the employability of
individuals. Experiences, competencies and
qualifications all increase an individual’s capacity
to secure and retain satisfactory employment.

2.2.10 Human rights
Organisations have a responsibility to act with
due diligence to identify and prevent actual or
potential human rights issues that result from
their own practises or the practises of those with
which they are engaged.

Gender

People with disabilities
Organisations should ensure that men and
women with disabilities are not discriminated
against. That they are accorded dignity,
autonomy and full participation in society.
Organisations must also consider making
reasonable provisions for access to buildings,
amenities and facilities.
Migrants
Organisations must uphold the rights of migrant
workers and should contribute to promoting a
climate of respect for migrants and their families.
Race
Organisations should ensure that people are
not discriminated against because of their race,
cultural identity and/or ethnic origin.

Organisations also have a responsibility to
influence the behaviour of others, if there is cause
for concern over human rights violations in which
the organisation may or may not be implicated.
Organisations should take a positive and
constructive view of diversity among the
people with whom it employs and interacts. It
should consider the gains for its own operations
in terms of the value added by the full
development of human resources and relations.
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2.2.11 Consumer issues

General Data Protection Regulation

Companies have responsibilities to those
consumers and customers to which they
provide products.

The EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) is a pan-European data protection law,
which superseded the EU’s 1995 Data Protection
Directive and all member state law based on it,
including the UK’s DPA 1998 (Data Protection
Act 1998), on 25 May 2018.

These responsibilities include providing
instruction and good quality, accurate
information, using fair, transparent and helpful
marketing information and contractual
processes. They should also promote sustainable
consumption and where possible design
products and services that provide access
and cater to all including the vulnerable and
disadvantaged.

2.2.12 Consumer data
protection and privacy
You must follow rules on data protection if your
business stores or uses personal information.
This applies to information kept on staff,
customers and account holders.
You must make sure the information is kept
secure, accurate and up to date. When you
collect someone’s personal data you must tell
them who you are and how you’ll use their
information, including if it’s being shared with
other organisations.

The GDPR extends the data rights of individuals
(data subjects), and places a range of new
obligations on organisations that process EU
residents’ personal data.
The DPA 2018 (Data Protection Act 2018)
supplements the GDPR by filling in the sections
of the Regulation that were left to individual
member states to interpret and implement.
It also applies a “broadly equivalent regime” –
known as “the applied GDPR” – to certain types
of processing that are outside the GDPR’s scope,
including processing for law enforcement
processes and by public authorities.
The GDPR will be enacted in UK law after
Brexit under section 3 of the European Union
(Withdrawal) Act 2018.
Organisations will help to maintain their
reputation, credibility and the confidence of
consumers by adhering to GDPR best practises
when using and protecting consumer data.

You must also tell them they have the right to:
•

See any information you hold about them
and correct it if it’s wrong.

•

Request that their data is deleted.

•

Request that their data is not used for certain
purposes.
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2.3 Community Pillar
It is widely accepted today that
organisations have a relationship with
the communities in which they operate.
This relationship should be based on
community involvement which in turn,
contributes to community development.
Healthy and prosperous communities
ultimately, strengthen the civil society
upon which we all rely to live our most
fulfilling lives.
An organisation’s community
involvement should arise out of
recognition that every organisation is a
stakeholder in the community, sharing
common interests.
An organisation’s contribution to
community development will help to
promote higher levels of well being
in the community. Such development
leads to the improvement in the quality
of life of a population.
Community development is not a linear
process. It is a long-term process in
which different and conflicting interests
will be present. Historical and cultural
characteristics make each community
unique and influence the possibilities of
its future.

Organisations can also contribute
through social investments in wealth
and income creation through local
economic development initiatives,
expanding education and skills
development programmes, promoting
and preserving culture and the arts and
providing or promoting community
health services.
Community development may include
institutional strengthening of the
community, through involvement with
groups and collective forums, cultural,
social and environmental programmes
and local networks involving multiple
institutions.
Community involvement is an
organisation’s proactive outreach to the
community. It is aimed at preventing
and solving problems, fostering
partnerships with local organisations
and stakeholders and aspiring to be a
good ‘corporate citizen’.
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Community Activities List - Overview

Community - Engagement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial
giving, partnerships etc?
Can engagement be expanded?
What level commitment to do you have?
How long have you been involved?
What kind of support does your organisation offer?
Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial
giving, partnerships etc?
Do the projects you support provide Impact
reporting on your involvement?
Can you provide evidence of support through
supporting literature, press releases etc.

•

•
•
•
•

Community - Local Issues
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Do you support local projects?
Do you prioritise local issues?
Have local communities or areas benefitted?
Does your organisation support a local community
project, community hub, playgrounds, libraries,
social enterprise schemes, social housing,
community farms, litter schemes, landscape and
green spaces, community recycling initiatives,
local arts groups, support to schools and colleges,
support to local sporting activities.
What kind of support does your organisation offer?
Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial
giving, partnerships etc?
Do the projects you support provide Impact
reporting on your involvement?
Can you provide evidence of support through
supporting literature, press releases etc.

Community - Wealth Creation
•
•
•
•

Do you contribute to the local economy through
trade and jobs?
Do you provide, sponsorship, pro bono or financial
giving?
Can financial or pro bono contributions be expanded?
Can you provide evidence of support through
supporting literature, press releases etc.

Community - Projects & Groups
•

Are you involved with Community Building Projects that intentionally bring people together to
simply get to know one another.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are you involved with Community Education?
- Projects that provide instructional services or
curricula, or serve to educate the public about a
social issue (in a non-partisan way).
Are you involved with Community Organising Projects that bring people together with the goal of
solving a community issue?
Are you involved with Deliberative Dialogue Projects that intentionally bring people together to
build understanding across differences?
Are you involved with Direct Service - Projects that
provide a service or product to an individual, group,
or the community as a whole?
Are you involved with Economic Development
- Projects that work on developing the regional
economy in a sustainable way?
Are you involved with Engaged Research - Research
that directly benefits the community by clarifying
the causes of a community challenge, mapping a
community’s assets, or contributing to solutions to
current challenges?
Are you involved with Institutional Engagement
- Educational or health resources intentionally
offered without undue barriers to the community?
Are you involved with any specific community
projects and groups?
What level commitment to do you have?
How long have you been involved?
What kind of support does your organisation offer?
Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial
giving, partnerships etc?
Do the projects you support provide Impact
reporting on your involvement?
Can you provide evidence of support through
supporting literature, press releases etc.?

Community - Education
•
•
•
•
•

Are you engaged with any education providers in
your area?
Do you provide work experience placements,
apprenticeships or recruit directly from local schools
or colleges? Can engagement be expanded?
What level commitment to do you have?
How long have you been involved?
What kind of support does your organisation offer?
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2.3.1 Engagement
Community engagement describes an organisation’s proactive outreach to their community.
Engagement helps to mitigate issues and problems, foster partnerships with local organisations
and stakeholders and aspire to be a good ‘corporate citizen’. Organisations contribute to their
communities through their participation in and support for civil institutions and through
involvement in networks of groups and individuals that constitute civil society.
Community engagement is a long-term process in which different and conflicting interests are
present. Historical and cultural characteristics make each community unique and influence the
possibilities of its future. An organisation’s contribution to community development will promote
higher levels of well being and facilitate improvement in the quality of life of a population.
Community engagement may include institutional strengthening of the community, its groups
and collective forums, cultural, social and environmental programmes and local networks
involving multiple institutions.
What type of community engagement? What level commitment to do you have? How long
have you been involved? What kind of support do you offer? Do you provide volunteering,
sponsorship, financial giving, partnerships etc? Can engagement be expanded?
•

Do you actively engage with wider community issues? These could be social enterprise
schemes, national or international education initiatives, arts initiatives, or sporting endeavours
or events.

•

What level commitment to do you have?

•

How long have you been involved?

•

What kind of support does your organisation offer?

•

Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial giving, partnerships etc?

•

Do the projects you support provide Impact reporting on your involvement?

•

Can you provide evidence of support through supporting literature, press releases etc..

2.3.2 Local Issues
It is important for organisations to be active in the local communities in which they exist. Local
issues often directly affect your workforce and their families and friends so can be instrumental
in forming close relationships with and supporting staff. People are often strongly motivated by
seeing the benefits that their activities are having. Supporting local projects can provide as much
benefit to your organisation as to the cause you are supporting.
Do you prioritise local issues? Have local communities or areas benefitted? Can you provide
evidence of support through literature, press releases etc? Can local engagement be expanded?
•

Does your organisation support a local community project? This could include supporting
community hubs, playgrounds, libraries, social enterprise schemes, social housing,
community farms, litter schemes, landscape and green spaces, community recycling
initiatives, local arts groups, support to schools and colleges, support to local sporting
activities etc.

•

What level commitment to do you have?
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•

How long have you been involved?

•

What kind of support does your organisation offer?

•

Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial giving, partnerships etc?

•

Do the projects you support provide Impact reporting on your involvement?

•

Can you provide evidence of support through supporting literature, press releases etc..

2.3.3 Wealth Creation
Community engagement can provide benefits through social investments in wealth and
income creation through local economic development initiatives; expanding education and
skills development programmes; promoting and preserving culture and arts; providing and/or
promoting community health services.
Organisations can contribute positively to wealth and income creation through entrepreneurship
programmes, development of local suppliers, and employment of community members, as well
as through wider efforts to strengthen economic resources and social relations that facilitate
economic and social welfare or generate community benefits.
Competitive and diverse enterprises and co-operatives are crucial in creating wealth in any
community. Organisations can help to create an environment in which entrepreneurship can
thrive, bringing lasting benefits to communities.
Do you contribute to the local economy through trade and jobs? Do you provide, sponsorship, pro bono
or financial giving? Can financial or pro bono contributions be expanded?
•

What level commitment to do you have?

•

How long have you been involved?

•

What kind of support does your organisation offer?

•

Can you provide evidence of support through supporting literature, press releases etc..

2.3.4 Projects & Groups
A community project is a term applied to any community-based project. This covers a wide
variety of different areas within a community or a group of networking entities. Projects can
cover almost anything, including the most obvious section of concern to any community, the
welfare element.
A community group is a group of people who work for the benefit of the public. Community
groups may follow a set structure and adopt principles and codes of conduct which it wishes the
community to follow.
Types of community involvement include;
Community Building - Projects that intentionally bring people together to simply get to know
one another.
Community Education - Projects that provide instructional services or curricula, or serve to
educate the public about a social issue (in a non-partisan way).
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Community Organising - Projects that bring people together with the goal of solving a
community issue.
Deliberative Dialogue - Projects that intentionally bring people together to build
understanding across differences.
Direct Service - Projects that provide a service or product to an individual, group, or the
community as a whole.
Economic Development - Projects that work on developing the regional economy in a
sustainable way.
Engaged Research - Research that directly benefits the community by clarifying the causes of
a community challenge, mapping a community’s assets, or contributing to solutions to current
challenges.
Institutional Engagement - Educational or health resources intentionally offered without
undue barriers to the community.
Are you involved with any specific community projects and groups?
•

What level commitment to do you have?

•

How long have you been involved?

•

What kind of support does your organisation offer?

•

Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial giving, partnerships etc?

•

Do the projects you support provide Impact reporting on your involvement?

•

Can you provide evidence of support through supporting literature, press releases etc.

2.3.5 Education
Organisations that support schools give their employees a perfect outlet for volunteer work.
Providing internships to local college or university students can create a valuable supply of future
workers.
Companies have sometimes played a very important role in education. Vocational education
and training and work-based learning are two of the most common practices that businesses are
adopting.
Are you engaged with any education providers in your area? Do you provide work experience
placements, apprenticeships or recruit directly from local schools or colleges? Can engagement
be expanded?
•

What level commitment to do you have?

•

How long have you been involved?

•

What kind of support does your organisation offer?
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2.4 Philanthropy Pillar

There is a very long tradition of
businesses donating money, goods
or staff time to charitable causes, all
of which falls under the umbrella
of philanthropy. It’s becoming
increasingly popular for businesses
to support charities, whether
that is through donating money,
fundraising or volunteering. This is
with good reason as not only does
charity work allow you to help those
around you but it can also benefit
your business greatly.
According to the Charities Aid
Foundation, 51% of British adults
would be more inclined to buy a
product or use a service from a
company that donates to charitable

causes. So by presenting your
company in a positive light and
showing your community that you
truly care about them, you will
develop a great reputation that is
likely to pay off in the long run.
Sharing impact reporting that
shows how charities have benefited
from your support also gives
those charities the benefit of
your marketing channels. So it is
important to communicate with the
charities you support and build a
relationship that continues to add
value to your reputation.
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Philanthropy Activities List - Overview

Philanthropy - Charitable Involvement

Philanthropy - Fund-raising

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you provide support for any local, national or
international charities? How long have you been
involved? How have the charities benefitted? Do
the charities you support provide impact reporting?
Does your organisation have a policy for charities?
Do your staff choose to get involved with the
charities that you support?
Do the projects you support provide Impact
reporting on your involvement?
Do you communicate your support to your staff,
customers and the wider public audience?
Do you promote your support in your literature,
website and via your social media channels?
What level of commitment to do you have?
How long have you been involved?

Philanthropy - Volunteering
•
•
•
•
•

Do you provide and/or facilitate volunteering
support for any local, national or international
charities?
How long have you been involved?
How have the charities benefitted?
What level of commitment to do you have?
Do your staff choose to get involved with the
charities that you support?

•
•
•
•

Do you provide and/or facilitate any charitable
giving, fund raising or sponsorship support for any
Local, national or international charities?
How long have you been involved?
How much has been raised?
What level of commitment to do you have?
Do your staff choose to get involved with the
charities that you support?

Philanthropy - Financial Gifts/Gifts In Kind
•
•
•
•

Do you provide and/or facilitate financial or other
types of gifts for any local, national or international
charities?
How much/what has been gifted?
How have the charities benefited?
Do your staff choose to get involved with the
charities that you support?

Philanthropy - Pro Bono
•
•
•
•
•

Do you provide and/or facilitate Pro Bono support
for any local, national or international charities?
How long have you been involved?
How have the charities benefited?
What level of commitment to do you have?
Do your staff choose to get involved with the
charities that you support?
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2.4.1 Charitable Involvement
In plain words charitable giving can be defined as an act of giving money, time or some goods to
unlucky or inopportune people, directly or through a worthy cause like a charitable trust.
A charity is an organisation whose primary objectives are philanthropy and social well-being (e.g.
educational, religious or other activities serving the public interest or common good).
The legal definition of a charitable organisation (and of charity) varies between countries and in
some instances regions of the country. The regulation, the tax treatment, and the way in which
charity law affects charitable organisations also varies. Charitable organisations may not use any
of their funds to profit individual persons or entities.
Do you provide support for any local, national or international charities? How long have you
been involved? How have the charities benefitted? Do the charities you support provide impact
reporting?
•

Does your organisation have a policy for charities?

•

Do your staff choose to get involved with the charities that you support?

•

Do the projects you support provide Impact reporting on your involvement?

•

Do you communicate your support to your staff, customers and the wider pubic audience?

•

Do you promote your support in your literature, website and via your social media channels?

•

What level of commitment to do you have?

•

How long have you been involved?

2.4.2 Volunteering
People choose to volunteer for a variety of reasons. For some it offers the chance to give
something back to the community or make a difference to the people around them.
For others it provides an opportunity to develop new skills or build on existing experience and
knowledge. Do you provide and/or facilitate volunteering support for any local, national or
international charities?
•

How long have you been involved?

•

How have the charities benefitted?

•

What level of commitment to do you have?

•

Do your staff choose to get involved with the charities that you support?
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2.4.3 Pro Bono
Pro bono is short for the Latin phrase pro bono publico, which means “for the public good.” Pro
bono work involves providing free services, rather than cash or goods, to those in need.
Pro bono work is services, advice or representation provided free of charge by professionals in
the public interest. This can be to individuals, charities or community groups who cannot afford
to pay for legal help and cannot get legal aid or any other means of funding.
Do you provide and/or facilitate Pro Bono support for any local, national or international charities?
•

How long have you been involved?

•

How have the charities benefitted?

•

What level of commitment to do you have?

•

Do your staff choose to get involved with the charities that you support?

2.4.4 Fund-raising
Fund-raising is the process of seeking and gathering voluntary financial contributions by
engaging individuals, businesses, charitable foundations, or governmental agencies.
Fund-raising can include participating in or the organisation of events, online donations, in
person solicitation, phone solicitations, text-to-give and crowd-funding. Traditionally, fundraising
has consisted mostly of asking for donations through face-to-face interaction.
Do you provide and/or facilitate any charitable giving, fund raising or sponsorship support for
any Local, national or international charities?
•

How long have you been involved?

•

How much has been raised?

•

What level of commitment to do you have?

•

Do your staff choose to get involved with the charities that you support?

2.4.5 Financial Gifts/Gifts In Kind
A financial gift is money that one entity gives to another while receiving nothing in return.
An in-kind donation is the transfer of any other type of asset. In-kind gifts are contributions
of goods or services, other than cash grants. Examples of in-kind gifts include: Goods, like
computers, software, furniture, and office equipment, for use by an organisation or for special
event auctions.
Do you provide and/or facilitate financial or other types of gifts for any Local, national or
international charities?
•

How much/what has been gifted?

•

How have the charities benefitted?

•

Do your staff choose to get involved with the charities that you support?
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2.5 United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals
What is the UN - SDG?

•

Business & Industry

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
are the world’s best plan to build a better world
for people and our planet by 2030. Adopted
by all United Nations Member States in 2015,
the SDGs are a call for action by all countries
- poor, rich and middle-income - to promote
prosperity while protecting the environment.
They recognise that ending poverty must
go hand-in-hand with strategies that build
economic growth and address a range of social
needs including education, health, equality and
job opportunities, while tackling climate change
and working to preserve our ocean and forests.

•

Children & Youth

•

Farmers

•

Indigenous Peoples

•

Local Authorities

•

Non-Governmental Organisations

•

Scientific & Technological Community

•

Women

•

Workers & Trade Unions

•

Persons With Disabilities

•

Volunteers

The United Nations system plays a critical role
in supporting member states’ implementation
of inter-governmentally agreed sustainable
development objectives. System-wide
coherence at global, regional, sub-regional and
country levels is crucial for the UN system to
deliver on its mandates effectively.

•

Ageing

•

Education And Academia

Stakeholders
Major Groups and other Stakeholders (MGoS)
were integral to the development and
adoption of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development. Since its adoption, MGoS
have been actively working towards its
implementation, through projects, initiatives,
advocacy, knowledge-sharing, and monitoring
of the 2030 Agenda. MGoS often work in
partnership with other sectors, including
governments. Stakeholder groups are as follows;

Partnerships
The achievement of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development and the Sustainable
Development Goals will require all hands on
deck. It will require different sectors and actors
working together in an integrated manner by
pooling financial resources, knowledge and
expertise. In our new development era with 17
intertwined Sustainable Development Goals
and 169 associated targets as a blue-print for
achieving the sustainable Future We Want,
cross sectoral and innovative multi-stakeholder
partnerships will play a crucial role for getting us
to where we need by the year 2030.

For more please visit
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
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2.5.1 UN - SDG and the Four Pillars
The SDG Icons correspond with the CSR-A Four
Pillars in the following way.

Environmental

Workplace

Community

Philanthropic
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2.5.2 UN - SDG Logo and 17 Icons
The United Nations has commissioned
seventeen (17) icons and the SDG logo,
including the colour wheel, to graphically
promote awareness of the Sustainable
Development Goals adopted by the Member
States of the United Nations.

Use by non UN entities
Use of the SDG logo [Version 2 without the
UN emblem] and 17 icons by non-UN entities.
Entities outside the UN System, including
Governments, intergovernmental organisations,
not-for-profit organisations, and private sector
entities, may use the SDG logo and 17 SDG
icons in accordance with the requirements
outlined below and provided that each entity
submits the required documentation.
The SDG logo and 17 SDG icons may be used
for both informational (primarily illustrative) and
fundraising purposes.

Fundraising purposes
Fundraising uses of the SDG logo [Version 2
without the UN emblem], including the colour
wheel, as well as the 17 icons, are those that are:
Intended to raise resources to cover costs of
activities in support of the SDGs. With respect to
fundraising uses, the SDG logo must be used in
its entirety. Alternatively, the colour wheel from
the SDG logo may be used alone without the
SDG language.

with the logo of the entity. The logo of the entity
must be given pre-eminence vis-à-vis the SDG
logo or the colour wheel. The United Nations
emblem cannot be used by the entity.

17 icons
The 17 SDG icons may be used together or as
individual icons. Each icon must be used in its
entirety, including with the text describing the
related SDG. The SDG icon(s) cannot be used
alone but must be displayed side-by-side with
the logo of the entity. The logo of the entity
must be given pre-eminence vis-à-vis the icon
or icons.

Use Of The SDG Colour Wheel
The SDG colour wheel may be used by UN
entities and non-UN entities. UN and non-UN
entities wishing to integrate the SDG colour
wheel into a separate logo design and must
provide the following information for advance
written permission by the United Nations
Department of Global Communications: A
short statement of identity (nature of the entity
and its objectives); And. An explanation of how
and where the SDG colour wheel will be used,
including the names of countries/territories
where the SDG colour wheel will be used, and
duration of its use.

The SDG logo or the colour wheel cannot be
used alone but must be displayed side-by-side
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3.1 Independent Assessment
Guidance Notes & Criteria

IMPORTANT
Please make sure
that you have
familiarised yourself
with the Independent
Assessment Guidance
Notes & Criteria on
the following page.
The Independent
Assessment Panel
refer to these guidance
notes when assessing
your application.
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INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT
GUIDANCE NOTES AND CRITERIA
Please note before beginning your application, the Independent
Accreditation Assessment Panel are asked to consider the following:
• CSR Benefits Does the application clearly identify socially responsible benefits?
• Environmental Benefits Does the application clearly identify areas of mitigation of environmental
impact such as energy efficiency, waste minimisation, recycling etc?
• Social Benefits Has value to your local or the wider community been demonstrated?
• Staff Benefits Have staff been engaged, included, trained and/or otherwise benefitted?
• Workplace Benefit Does the application demonstrate ethical investment, health and
well-being support, supply chain engagement, responsible product
information and services, etc?
• Charitable Benefit Does the application support charitable giving, financially, through pro
bono services, in kind giving and/or volunteering?
• Financial Benefit Have financial reductions or savings been achieved, reduced operating
costs, electricity, water, fuel costs etc?
• Commitment of Applicants Involvement of all relevant stakeholders and employees. Have employees
demonstrated their commitment?
• Evidence of Measurable Impact/Benefits Has sufficient environmental, social and financial evidence been provided?
• Degree of Originality / Innovation Does the application demonstrate new or novel solutions to problems?
• Future Expansion of Activity Does the application demonstrate how you intend to develop activity?
• Replicability Can others adopt activity / procedures for their own benefit?
As a minimum requirement, we expect all applicants to follow statutory
requirements and to meet all relevant national and international legislation.
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3.2 Beginning Your
Accreditation application
Conduct a CSR Review

Core Business Purpose and CSR Activity

The process of achieving a CSR Accreditation is
fundamentally your own assessment of every
aspect of your organisation’s socially responsible
activities. All applicants submit an application
based on the Four Pillars and are scored by three
members of our Independent Assessment Panel
using the Assessment Guidance Notes & Criteria.

It is important that your application
demonstrates CSR activity that goes beyond the
core purpose of your business. For example, if
your core purpose is doing anything included
in our Four Pillars list then this would not be
considered as part of your CSR endeavours.

The best way to begin your application is by
conducting a comprehensive review of all the
activities, actions, policies, structures and support
for causes and community your organisation has
undertaken and/or has in place. All activity which
can be regarded as responsible business practice
or that has benefited the environment or the local
or wider community is relevant to your application.

Make sure you show how you incorporate social
responsibility into your business strategy. Identify
the relevant issues, organisational context,
conditions, resources and stakeholder interests.

Please use the provided application
Word document

We have created a Word application document
for use when compiling your application.
The document structures the information in
Make time to sit down and review your CSR
a uniform way required by our independent
activities. You will doubtless need to liaise with
assessment panel and we encourage you to
colleagues and various departments that will
keep a master version of your application for
have vital information that you should collect,
future reference. It is also a good idea to keep
collate and categorise into the Four Pillars.
all your evidence with the application. If you do
You can then decide from your collected
information what will be used as evidence. Make not have a copy of this Word document please
download here
sure you involve relevant parties such as your
facilities manager, HR or accounts if applicable.
https://csr-accreditation.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2021/12/CSR-ACCREDITATIONIf your organisation already has a CSR policy
APPLICATION-FORM-2022-YOURor Social Impact Report in place, this can be
ORGANISATIONS-NAME-1-1.docx
used as a starting point for your application. If
not, your application forms the groundwork
of an ongoing measurable CSR policy and the
content for a Social Impact Report.
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3.3 Top Tips for Sole Traders
and Micro Business
Applying for CSR accreditation for a Sole
Trader or micro business is achieved
through practical and simple action.
Sole traders and micro-businesses often feel
that their actions or contributions are only small
and do not count, but this is not the case. Sole
traders and micro business make up a huge part
of the overall business landscape and can make
an enormous difference collectively through
direct action. They can also have an important
influence on their supply chains.

It is accepted by the independent assessment
panel that evidence under some Pillars will be
stronger than others. As a sole trader or micro
business you may not need to have the same
policies and procedures as a larger organisation
or the same influence, presence and purchasing
power. You will not be scored down as a result.
Accreditation fee payments can be made
annually over the three year Accreditation cycle
to allow sole traders and micro-businesses to
spread and more easily absorb costs.

Sole traders and micro-businesses can offer
socially responsible solutions to their clients
and also buy goods and services with social
responsibility in mind.
It is estimated that pulling together information
for your Accreditation application will take 1-2
days. Collate evidence under the four pillars
of Environment, Workplace, Community and
Philanthropy.
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3.4 Top Tips for SME’s
Applying for CSR Accreditation for an
SME is achieved through practical, simple
and efficient action, and is not complex
or expensive. You should allow between
one and three days depending on your
organisation’s size.
SME’s being more flexible due to their size,
provide particularly good opportunities for
social responsibility. They are generally less rigid
in terms of organisational management, often
have close contact with local communities,
and senior management usually has a more
immediate influence on the organisation’s
activities.
An SME should address and monitor the
impacts of its decisions and activities on society
and the environment in a way that takes
account of both the size of the organisation and
its impacts.

taken into account, recognising that all Four
Pillars but not all activities will be relevant for
every organisation.
Focus at the outset on the CSR activities and
impacts that are of greatest significance to
sustainable development. An SME should also
have a plan to address on-going development
and expansion.
Seek assistance from parties such as managers,
relevant third parties and other stakeholders to
help pull together the appropriate information.
Identify where working with other organisations
as part of their CSR activity provides a collective
impact such as raising awareness on issues of
social responsibility and good practice.
Always include evidence, audits, impact
reporting, testimonials and other
documentation where possible.

Take into account that reviewing, reporting
and other processes may be more flexible and
informal for SME’s than for larger organisations,
provided that appropriate levels of transparency
are preserved.
Be aware that when reviewing all Four Pillars
and identifying the relevant activities, the
organisation’s own context, conditions,
resources and stakeholder interests should be
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3.5 Top Tips for Large Business
Applying for CSR Accreditation for a large
business must include input from multiple
departments who will have access to data,
targets and evidence of progress.

Some information will be relevant under more
than one Pillar, particularly in the Community/
Philanthropy sections - cross reference wherever
applicable.

Nominate one person who is responsible for
collating all information and arrange either a
group meeting with key people or individual
meetings to review the application questions
and discuss how best to bring together all
relevant information.

Reference existing audit reports, newsletters,
web material wherever possible.

Consider what the Accreditation application will
cover in terms of subsidiary businesses, satellite
sites or depots.

Consultation and review of draft applications
can be arranged on request and for a fee. Please
see our website for the latest products, services
and fees.

Group policies covering multiple sites can be
used and specific examples from a variety of
sites can then be submitted as evidence.
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3.6 Top Tips for Third Sector
Organisations
Third sector organisations can use the CSR
Accreditation to demonstrate their positive
impact and to differentiate themselves
when applying for funds and grants.

Consultation and review of draft applications
can be arranged on request and for a fee. Please
see our website for the latest products, services
and fees.

It is estimated that collating and formatting
information for your Accreditation application
will take 1-2 days.

It is accepted by the independent assessment
panel that evidence under some Pillars will
be stronger than others. As a Third Sector
organisation, you may not need to have the
same policies and procedures as a larger
organisation or the same influence, presence
and purchasing power. You will not be scored
down as a result.

Collate evidence corresponding to the Four
Pillars of Environment, Workplace, Community
and Philanthropy.
Some information will be relevant under more
than one Pillar, particularly in the Community/
Philanthropy sections - cross reference wherever
applicable.

Payments can be made annually over the three
year Accreditation cycle.

Reference existing audit reports, newsletters,
web material wherever possible.
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3.7 Top Tips for Environment
General
Use the Environment activity lists shown in
Part 2 - The Four Pillars to help you identity what
you are doing with regard to the Environment
and its five sub categories.

When recording your Environmental
activity, provide detail such as:
•

You do not need to show activity in all the sub
categories. Some areas may not be applicable to
your organisation, the situation or circumstances
in which you operate.
•
You may provide live links which the assessment
panel can access but please ensure these links
are functioning and remain live at least for the
•
assessment period (2 weeks post the relevant
assessment date).
The online application allows up to five evidence
file uploads per Pillar. If this is not enough, you
can combine multiple evidence files into a single
document and/or create Zip files.

•

Objectives, targets and KPIs and your
progress against these. Include details such
as carbon foot-printing, waste statistics (%
recycled), energy usage, reduced business
mileage/fuel usage, buying recycled
products, tree planting.
Normalise data X/£million turnover – so
improvements can be attributed to your
efforts and not organisational growth.
Demonstrate any environmental
requirements you insist on to your supply
chain.
Evidence can include copies of green
energy supplier certificates, electric vehicle
charge points at your site, employee
communications and poster campaigns,
training and ISO certificates or similar
external accreditations.
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3.8 Top Tips for Workplace
General

When recording your Workplace activity,
provide detail such as:

Use the Workplace activity lists shown in
Part 2 - The Four Pillars to help you identity what It is important to evidence your activities. Where
you are doing with regard to your Workplace
possible provide not only company policies but
and its five sub categories.
evidence to demonstrate employees have been
trained and the resulting data to show that the
You do not need to show activity in all the sub
categories. Some areas may not be applicable to policies are effective. Examples may include:
your organisation, the situation or circumstances •
in which you operate.

Objectives, targets and KPIs and your
progress against them year on year.

You may provide live links which the assessment • Training matrices to plan and track employer
panel can access but please ensure these links
training skills.
are functioning and remain live at least for the
• Information on diversity & inclusion policy,
assessment period (2 weeks post the relevant
facility for employee volunteering.
assessment date).
• Campaigns and communications
The online application allows up to five evidence
concerning health and well-being, financial
file uploads per Pillar. If this is not enough, you
advice, gender equality, LGBTQ+ and other
can combine multiple evidence files into a single
social issues.
document and/or create Zip files.
If you make efforts to go above and beyond
legislation let us know the details. Do you
provide more generous maternity pay, annual
leave allowance and external verification such
as IIP Investors In People, Disability Confident,
UNSDGs etc.
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3.9 Top Tips for Community
General
Use the Community activity lists shown in
Part 2 - The Four Pillars to help you identity
what you are doing with regard to Community
and its five sub categories.

When recording your Community
activity, provide detail such as:
•

•
You do not need to show activity in all the sub
categories. Some areas may not be applicable to
•
your organisation, the situation or circumstances
in which you operate.
•
You will find that there is some overlap with
activities in the Community and Philanthropy
Pillars. Activity in your community can often
take on a philanthropic nature and vice versa,
philanthropic activity will often have a positive
•
effect in your community. For this reason it is
accepted that some activities and evidence may
be duplicated in these Pillars.
You may provide live links which the assessment •
panel can access but please ensure these links
are functioning and remain live at least for the
assessment period (2 weeks post the relevant
assessment date).

A Community Policy – your focus areas and
commitments.
Objectives, targets and KPIs and your
progress against them year on year.
Data of your organisation’s inputs – what did
you do when and where?
Data on your organisation’s outputs – how
successful were your inputs, how many
people attended an event (e.g. a school
presentations, college projects, work
placement programmes).
Information related to the impacts of your
activities – testimonials, photographs of
events and achievements.
If possible include a table totalling your
activities and their respective values; in time
spent, pro bono materials/services provided
and financial donations or sponsorships.

The online application allows up to five evidence
file uploads per Pillar. If this is not enough, you
can combine multiple evidence files into a single
document and/or create Zip files.
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3.10 Top Tips for Philanthropy
General
Use the Philanthropy activity lists shown in
Part 2 - The Four Pillars to help you identity
what you are doing with regard to Philanthropy
and its five sub categories.

When recording your Philanthropy
activity, provide detail such as:
•

You do not need to show activity in all the sub
•
categories. Some areas may not be applicable to
your organisation, the situation or circumstances
•
in which you operate.
You will find that there is some overlap with
activities in the Community and Philanthropy
Pillars. Activity in your community can often
take on a philanthropic nature and vice versa,
philanthropic activity will often have a positive
effect in your community. For this reason it is
accepted that some activities and evidence may
be duplicated in these Pillars.
You may provide live links which the assessment
panel can access but please ensure these links
are functioning and remain live at least for the
assessment period (2 weeks post the relevant
assessment date).

A Charity Policy if you have one –
demonstrating your focus areas and
commitment.
Objectives, targets and KPIs and your
progress against them year on year.
Data of your organisation’s inputs – what did
you do when and where?

•

Data on your organisation’s outputs –
how successful were your inputs, include
information totalling your activities and their
respective values; in time spent, pro bono
materials/services provided and financial
donations or sponsorships.

•

Information related to the impact of your
activities – testimonials, photographs of
achievements – both from the causes you
support and your own employees.

The online application allows up to five evidence
file uploads per Pillar. If this is not enough, you
can combine multiple evidence files into a single
document and/or create Zip files.
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3.11 Composing Your Application
& Compiling Your Evidence
If you do not already have a copy, download
the Word application form from our website
and use this document as a ‘work in progress’.
You can build your application over multiple
sessions. The application process is designed to
be approached as a ‘blank canvas’ exercise, in
which you should include any information you
feel relevant.
There are questions under each pillar to inspire
and support your application but these are not
designed to be limiting in any way.
The main body of the application should be
succinct and summarise key points for each of
the sub categories. You may bullet point where
appropriate and refer to more detail in the
supporting evidence.

Reference existing internal and external reports,
audit findings, newsletters and web material
wherever possible.
Collate evidence for each pillar under a
corresponding appendix so that your final
submission has four appendices (Appendix 1
Environment, Appendix 2 Workplace etc).
Consultation and review of a draft application
can be arranged on request and for a fee - see
https://csr-accreditation.co.uk/csr-accreditationapplications-fees/ for latest products and fees.
Upload your final application form to the
website including any supporting evidence
under each of the Four Pillars.

Some information will be suitable under more
than one pillar - cross reference wherever
applicable.
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3.12 Completing the Application &
Online Submission
Your Organisation’s Details

impacts and achievements. Please clearly title
your supporting documentation and reference
in your application text.

The online application requires that you submit
your organisation’s details. This is necessary for
process and admin reasons and ensures that all You are allowed up to five uploads per Pillar. If
applications are collated correctly by our system. more are needed, either zip up multiple files or
collate content into a single document.
Please also be aware that the way you input
your organisation’s name will be the way the
name is displayed on your certification and
Accreditation Mark.

Organisation Size/Type
You must tell us about the size or type of your
organisation. Our price structure is organised
around these criteria and will inform the fee you
are charged for application.

Opt In Box
For essential GDPR reasons you must check our
‘Opt In’ box to proceed.

Upload the Completed Application Form
At this stage you should have completed your
Word application form supplied along with this
guidance document when you registered for
Accreditation. Please tag the file name with your
organisation’s name before uploading.

Upload Your Supporting Evidence
Documentation By Pillar
Upload any supporting documentation, links
to online information or any other evidence of

We can accept files such as video sent using
alternative methods on request.

Finishing and Submission
When you have uploaded all your supporting
evidence please click the ‘I’m not a Robot’ box
and submit.
Your application will be reviewed by 3 members
of our independent Accreditation assessment
panel. You will be notified of the results of your
application within 2-3 weeks of assessment.

Acknowledgment & Assessment
You will receive an email that confirms we have
received your application.
A separate email will be sent to you with an
attached invoice for your Accreditation fee.
Your application will then be assessed by our
independent assessment panel. Following
assessment you will be notified of results within
a two week period.
Failure to pay the application fee within the
30 day period may result in your Accreditation
being withdrawn.
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4.1 Using The Tools
CSR-A has introduced a standard system that provides a simple process where you can audit your organisation’s
socially responsible activity against the Four Pillars of environment, workplace, community and philanthropy.
PLEASE NOTE - PAGES 4 - 16 OF THIS SECTION ARE DESIGNED TO BE OUTPUT ON YOUR PRINTER.

Appendix 4.1 Activity Lists

What financial impact has there been?

We have included the activity lists for ease of
reference.

For example, financial impacts will be reduced, zero
landfill tax, reusing materials and products rather than
buying new, reducing a ‘disposable culture’, enhanced
staff satisfaction and retention, reduced costs for PR
and marketing through positive story telling.

Appendix 4.2 Matrix Tables
What are you already doing?
Auditing and Reporting
The Four Pillars activity lists will prompt your thinking
on what activities you are doing or not doing in
relation to each matrix. You may also identify practices
that are not shown by the Four Pillars activity lists.
Please include anything you consider relevant. Fill in
these matrix tables as step one of your audit.
The four matrix questions are:
1. What are we already doing?
2. What are we doing that is not represented in the
Four Pillars activity lists?
3. What could we be doing better?
4. What else could we be doing?

Appendix 4.3 Impact Audits

What PR impact is there likely to be?
The combined internal and external output generates
positive story telling across all communication
channels. With a subject matter such as recycling,
there will be multiple story angles.
What key performance indicators are there?
The importance of understanding and measuring
impact - key performance indicators:
KPIs are the critical (key) indicators of progress toward
an intended result. KPIs provides a focus for strategic
and operational improvement, create an analytical basis
for decision making and help focus attention on what
matters most.
Example
Pillar - Environment:

Activity - Recycling:

•

Internal Impact

•

Staff Engagement

•

External Impact

•

Reduced Landfill

•

Financial Impact

•

Reduced Landfill Tax

•

PR Impact

•

Positive Story

What internal impact has there been?

•

Leadership

For example, if your organisation has a recycling policy
this will have an internal impact with regard to waste
reduction and staff engagement, better education and
awareness around plastics and future resources.

•

Education

•

Low Cost PR

•

Raised Awareness

Identifying Impacts
Benchmarking & Recording
Using the Four Pillars matrix questions and the list of
what your organisation is already doing you can select
any activity and ask:

•

KPI’s

What external impact has there been?
The external impact will be less landfill, environmental
leadership and positive marketing and social media
story telling.
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Tool 4.2.1 Environmental Activity List
Environmental - Energy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low energy heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning systems.
Renewable energy and green technologies.
LED Lighting or low energy lights.
Low energy heating, waste heat recovery or
combined heat and power systems.
Low flow plumbing, touch free taps, grey water and
rainwater harvesting.
Long service life ventilation and air conditioning
units and energy recovery solutions.
Recycling, responsible disposal and up-cycling of
office equipment.
Low carbon buildings, steel fabrication and
modular construction.
Behavioural measures and good housekeeping
practices.
Employee engagement in energy efficiency.
Energy saving awareness campaigns in the
workplace.
Climate change mitigation and adaptation policy.

Environmental - Natural Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you have a water saving policy?
Water efficient toilets, kitchens - aerators, dual flush
toilets, water meters.
Reduced dependence on fossil fuels.
Greenhouse gas reduction - building insulation,
more efficient appliances and boilers
Behavioural measures - switching off lights and
appliances, turning down thermostats.
Improved biodiversity - promoting the diversity
of habitats and species at premises and/or in the
wider community.
Sustainable resource use - recycled paper, refillable
printer cartridges, fair trade suppliers.

Environmental - Travel
•
•
•
•
•

Does your organisation have a travel policy in place?
Minimising business travel - through use of
technology and/or best practice.
Teleconferencing and digital meeting platforms.
Low carbon driving incentives such as hybrid and
electric vehicles.
Promoting hybrid, electric and low carbon
vehicles available through fleet and/or staff
company car scheme.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable motoring infrastructure - installing
charge points for electric vehicles.
The Government’s Cycle to Work Scheme government tax exemption initiative introduced in
the Finance Act 1999.
Car sharing schemes.
Commuting plans - remote working and flexible
hours, commuters clubs.
Work from home days.
Clean air initiatives - waste and recycling
consolidation, streamlining deliveries.

Environmental - Supply Chain Management
•
•
•
•
•

Do you have a sustainable supply
chain policy?
Do you monitor your supplier chain - motivate
suppliers, work collaboratively?
Reduce product miles - source local suppliers,
streamline supplier activity.
Monitor baseline performance with suppliers.
Develop collaborative training and capacity
building programmes.

Environmental - Waste
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Do you have a waste management policy?
Do you recycle paper and card?
Do you recycle, repair, reuse office equipment furniture, computers etc.?
Do you source alternative materials to plastics?
Do you have a zero waste to landfill policy?
Food waste reduction - anaerobic digestion.
Hazardous waste management - including but
not limited to: Aerosols Adhesives Industrial
Solvents Waste Electrical and Electronic equipment
(WEEE) Fluorescent tubes Batteries Laboratory
and Bulk Chemicals Acids Washings Rags, wipes,
contaminated packaging Pharmaceuticals Paint Oil
Asbestos Sanitary Waste.
Prevention of pollution - discharges to water, waste
management, use and disposal of toxic and hazardous
chemicals, other identifiable forms of pollution.
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Tool 4.2.2 Workplace Activity List
Workplace - Training
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training - is all essential and developmental training
provided?
Apprenticeships - do you have an apprenticeship
scheme, could you implement one?
Leadership training, learning and development.
Education - training schemes, employee
advancement, skills training.
Promotion prospects - promotions within existing
staff, training, loyalty to staff.
Work experience schemes - facilities and
placements for pupils and students.
Skills development - keeping staff trained in current
techniques, technology and process.

•

•

Workplace - Governance
•
•
•

Workplace - Labour practice

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal promotion of workers.
Flexible working opportunities.
Disciplinary and grievance procedures.
The transfer and relocation of workers following
termination of employment.
Training and skills development.
Health, safety and industrial hygiene.
Fair wages and other forms of compensation.
Working time and rest periods.
Holidays allowance and pay.
Fair disciplinary and dismissal practices.
Provision of canteens.
Access to medical services.

Workplace - Ethical Practice
•
•
•
•
•

Responsible products and services.
Corporate Citizenship - recognising rights,
responsibilities and aspirations.
Social Impact Reporting - recording your CSR
activities for the benefit of your organisation, your
stakeholders, and the wider community.
Employee communication on CSR - promoting
good practice.
Ethical investment - support companies that
benefit the community and avoid those whose
products and services or business practices are not
good CSR.

Fair Trade - actively supporting producers,
awareness raising and in campaigning for
changes to the rules and practice of conventional
international trade.
Sustainable procurement - examination and
implementation positive of supply chain.

•

Socially responsible decision-making and
implementation.
Investment - of corporate time/effort/funding.
Employee benefits - profit sharing schemes, group
insurance (health, dental, life etc), disability income
protection, retirement benefits, childcare, training,
sick leave.
Health and well-being - education, activities,
counselling.
Allowing observance of national or religious
traditions and customs.
CSR initiatives - for communities/customers/
employees/environment.

Workplace - Policy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Occupational health and safety.
Diversity and Inclusion.
Equal opportunities.
Health support - education, activities, counselling.
Staff well-being - mental and physical health
support.
Family commitment - childcare subsidies or
provision, parental leave, carer facilities, maternity
and paternity agreements.
Flexible Working.
Volunteering time or days.
Healthcare benefits such as gym memberships etc.
Customer Care - policy, processes and exceptional
activities.
Customer or consumer relationships - policy,
processes and exceptional activities.
Any other facilities that can help workers achieve a
proper work-life balance.
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Tool 4.2.3 Community Activity List
Community - Engagement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial
giving, partnerships etc?
Can engagement be expanded?
What level commitment to do you have?
How long have you been involved?
What kind of support does your organisation offer?
Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial
giving, partnerships etc?
Do the projects you support provide Impact
reporting on your involvement?
Can you provide evidence of support through
supporting literature, press releases etc.

•

•
•
•
•

Community - Local Issues
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Do you support local projects?
Do you prioritise local issues?
Have local communities or areas benefitted?
Does your organisation support a local community
project, community hub, playgrounds, libraries,
social enterprise schemes, social housing,
community farms, litter schemes, landscape and
green spaces, community recycling initiatives,
local arts groups, support to schools and colleges,
support to local sporting activities.
What kind of support does your organisation offer?
Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial
giving, partnerships etc?
Do the projects you support provide Impact
reporting on your involvement?
Can you provide evidence of support through
supporting company literature, press releases etc.

Community - Wealth Creation
•
•
•
•

Do you contribute to the local economy through
trade and jobs?
Do you provide sponsorship, pro bono or financial
giving?
Can financial or pro bono contributions be expanded?
Can you provide evidence of support through
supporting company literature, press releases etc.

Community - Projects & Groups
•

Are you involved with community building projects that intentionally bring people together to
simply get to know one another?

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are you involved with Community Education
- Projects that provide instructional services or
curricula, or serve to educate the public about a
social issue (in a non-partisan way)?
Are you involved with Community Organising Projects that bring people together with the goal of
solving a community issue?
Are you involved with Deliberative Dialogue Projects that intentionally bring people together to
build understanding across differences?
Are you involved with Direct Service - Projects that
provide a service or product to an individual, group,
or the community as a whole?
Are you involved with Economic Development
- Projects that work on developing the regional
economy in a sustainable way?
Are you involved with Engaged Research - Research
that directly benefits the community by clarifying
the causes of a community challenge, mapping a
community’s assets, or contributing to solutions to
current challenges?
Are you involved with Institutional Engagement
- Educational or health resources intentionally
offered without undue barriers to the community?
Are you involved with any specific community
projects and groups?
What level commitment to do you have?
How long have you been involved?
What kind of support does your organisation offer?
Do you provide volunteering, sponsorship, financial
giving, partnerships etc?
Do the projects you support provide Impact
reporting on your involvement?
Can you provide evidence of support through
supporting literature, press releases etc.?

Community - Education
•
•
•
•
•

Are you engaged with any education providers in
your area?
Do you provide work experience placements,
apprenticeships or recruit directly from local schools
or colleges? Can engagement be expanded?
What level commitment to do you have?
How long have you been involved?
What kind of support does your organisation offer?
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Tool 4.2.4 Philanthropy Activity List
Philanthropy - Charitable Involvement

Philanthropy - Fund-raising

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you provide support for any local, national or
international charities? How long have you been
involved? How have the charities benefitted? Do
the charities you support provide impact reporting?
Does your organisation have a policy for charities?
Do your staff choose to get involved with the
charities that you support?
Do the projects you support provide Impact
reporting on your involvement?
Do you communicate your support to your staff,
customers and the wider public audience?
Do you promote your support in your literature,
website and via your social media channels?
What level of commitment to do you have?
How long have you been involved?

Philanthropy - Volunteering
•
•
•
•
•

Do you provide and/or facilitate volunteering
support for any local, national or international
charities?
How long have you been involved?
How have the charities benefitted?
What level of commitment to do you have?
Do your staff choose to get involved with the
charities that you support?

•
•
•
•

Do you provide and/or facilitate any charitable
giving, fund raising or sponsorship support for any
local, national or international charities?
How long have you been involved?
How much has been raised?
What level of commitment to do you have?
Do your staff choose to get involved with the
charities that you support?

Philanthropy - Financial Gifts/Gifts In Kind
•
•
•
•

Do you provide and/or facilitate financial or other
types of gifts for any local, national or international
charities?
How much/what has been gifted?
How have the charities benefitted?
Do your staff choose to get involved with the
charities that you support?

Philanthropy - Pro Bono
•
•
•
•
•

Do you provide and/or facilitate Pro Bono support
for any local, national or international charities?
How long have you been involved?
How have the charities benefitted?
What level of commitment to do you have?
Do your staff choose to get involved with the
charities that you support?
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Tool 4.3.1 Four Pillars Matrix Table
What are we already doing?
Environment

Workplace

Community

Philanthropy
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Tool 4.3.2 Four Pillars Matrix Table
What are we doing that is not shown on the lists?
Environment

Workplace

Community

Philanthropy
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Tool 4.3.3 Four Pillars Matrix Table
What could we be doing better?
Environment

Workplace

Community

Philanthropy
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Tool 4.3.4 Four Pillars Matrix Table
What else could we be doing?
Environment

Workplace

Community

Philanthropy
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Tool 4.4.1 Impact Audit
CSR Pillar - Environment
CSR Activity:
Internal Impacts

External Impacts

Financial Impacts

PR impacts

KPIs
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Tool 4.4.2 Impact Audit
CSR Pillar - Workplace
CSR Activity:
Internal Impacts

External Impacts

Financial Impacts

PR impacts

KPIs
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Tool 4.4.3 Impact Audit
CSR Pillar - Community
CSR Activity:
Internal Impacts

External Impacts

Financial Impacts

PR impacts

KPIs
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Tool 4.4.4 Impact Audit
CSR Pillar - Philanthropy
CSR Activity:
Internal Impacts

External Impacts

Financial Impacts

PR impacts

KPIs
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4.5 Further Considerations
4.5.1 Due diligence
Due diligence in the context of CSR
Accreditation is a comprehensive, proactive
process to identify the actual and potential
social, environmental and economic positive
impacts of an organisation’s decisions,
operations and activities.
Due diligence also entails influencing the
behaviour of others, showing supporting
documentation, collation of relevant evidence
and information from colleagues and concise
and accurate reporting.

4.5.2 Integrating the Four
Pillars throughout an
organisation
Building CSR into every aspect of an
organisation involves commitment and
understanding at all levels. In the early
stages of an organisation’s efforts, the focus
of awareness should be on increasing
understanding of the aspects of the Four Pillars,
including principles, core subjects and issues.
Commitment and understanding should start
at the top of the organisation. Understanding
the benefits of CSR can play a major role in
building the commitment of the organisation’s
leadership. Efforts should therefore be made
to provide the leadership with a thorough
understanding of the implications and benefits
of social responsibility.
Track performance over time, this allows you to
make necessary adjustments in priorities and
approach.
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4.5.3 Communication of your
CSR policy and Accreditation
Most practices related to CSR will involve some
form of internal and external communication.
Communication is critical to many different
functions in social responsibility including:
•

Raising awareness both within and
outside the organisation on its strategies
and objectives, plans, performance and
challenges for social responsibility.

4.5.4 Reviewing and improving
actions and practices related to
CSR Accreditation
Effective CSR performance depends in part on
commitment, careful oversight, evaluation and
review of the activities undertaken, progress
made, achievement of identified objectives,
resources used.

Ongoing monitoring or observation of activities
related to social responsibility is primarily aimed
• Demonstrating respect for the CSR principles at making sure that activities are proceeding as
intended, identifying any crisis or out-of-the• Helping to engage and create dialogue
ordinary occurrence, and making modifications
with stakeholders.
to the way things are done.
• Showing how the organisation is meeting
Performance reviews at appropriate intervals,
its commitments on social responsibility and
may be used to determine progress, help keep
responding to the interests of stakeholders
programmes well focused, identify areas in
and expectations of society in general.
need of change and contribute to improved
• Providing information about the impacts
performance.
of the organisation’s activities, products
Stakeholders can play an important role in
and services, including details of how the
reviewing an organisation’s performance on CSR.
impacts change over time.
In addition to reviewing existing activities,
Helping to engage and motivate employees
an organisation should also keep abreast of
and others to support the organisation’s
changing conditions or expectations, legal
activities in CSR.
or regulatory developments affecting social
CSR Accreditation exists to enhance
responsibility and new opportunities for
an organisation’s reputation for socially
enhancing its efforts on social responsibility.
responsible action, openness, integrity and
accountability, to strengthen stakeholder trust
in the organisation.
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4.6 Conditions
4.6.1 Eligibility for Accreditation 4.6.2 Accreditation process
The CSR Accreditation scheme is available to
any private, public or third sector organisation
which can demonstrate a measurable 12
month period of CSR activity.
Any organisation may apply for CSR
Accreditation, no matter how such
organisation is legally structured, whether it
be an incorporated business, a sole trader,
partnership, public or third sector organisation.
The applicant may apply for CSR
Accreditation under the scheme in respect of
its entire organisation, a particular site within
the organisation or a specific division of the
organisation.

CSR Accreditation is based on an assessment of
an organisation’s full range of CSR activity and
will require evidence that the management is
capable of maintaining acceptable standards
during the period of Accreditation.
Accreditation under the scheme for such
organisations is conditional upon:
1. A successful audit of the policies and
structures regarding responsible business
practice that the applicant has in place.
2. Meeting the required compliance level.
3. The applicant paying the specified CSR
Accreditation application fee.
All organisations will undergo a first level of
scrutiny at the application review stage and
then the Accreditation Panel assesses the
organisation against the Guidance Notes.
The full report is then considered by the
Accreditation panel which decides to award,
defer or refuse Accreditation.
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4.6.3 Accreditation cycle
Accreditation by the CSR-A scheme is valid
for three years. Accredited organisations are
notified six months before the end of the
Accreditation period so that an inspection can
be arranged and the renewed report presented
to the Accreditation panel for consideration of
re-Accreditation before the period ends.

4.6.4 Assessment process

Your organisation will receive an overall score.
Applications must score above 50% for bronze,
65% for silver and 80% for gold. The assessment
guidance notes (3.1) provide a guide as to
what the assessment panel is expecting from
applicants.
Once the assessment has taken place, the
independent assessment panel will confirm
if your company has or has not satisfied the
criteria to achieve the CSR Accreditation.
Applicants for CSR Accreditation guarantee
that all information given is complete, true and
accurate to the best of their knowledge.

A full assessment is arranged following
successful completion of the online application
process. An independent assessment panel with
appropriate experience for the organisation
4.6.5 Accreditation
being inspected will come together every 10
weeks to assess applications. The independent
statements and marks
assessment panel will be comprised of industry
Organisations which have been awarded CSR
experts representing private, public and third
Accreditation may use the CSR Accreditation
sector. The inspection will reflect the breadth
mark and statements in their promotional
and size of the organisation’s CSR activity.
materials, subject to certain conditions. (See
The CSR Accreditation process assesses best
CSR Accreditation guidelines supplied upon
in class corporate social responsibility and
successful CSR Accreditation).
examines leadership, policies, practices,
performance, and impact in areas such as:
•

Employee Engagement

•

Customer Service

•

Innovation

•

Supply Chain Management

•

Environmental Practices

•

Community and Charity Engagement

•

CSR Communications

Your application will be reviewed by our
independent CSR assessment panel.
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4.7 Definition of Terms
For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply.
Accountability

Corporate Social Responsibility

State of being answerable for decisions and
activities to the organisation’s governing
bodies, legal authorities and, more broadly, its
stakeholders.

Responsibility of an organisation for the
impacts of its decisions and activities on
society and the environment through
transparent and ethical behaviour that
contributes to sustainable development,
including health and the welfare of society;
takes into account the expectations of
stakeholders, is in compliance with applicable
law and consistent with international norms
of behaviour and is integrated throughout the
organisation.

Accreditation
Is the process in which certification of
competency, authority, or credibility is
presented.
Corporate Governance
Corporate governance is the system of rules,
practices and processes by which a firm is
directed and controlled. Corporate governance
essentially involves balancing the interests
of a company’s many stakeholders, such
as shareholders, management, customers,
suppliers, financiers, government and the
community.
Consumer
Individual member of the general public
purchasing or using property, products or
services for private purposes.

Customer
Organisation or individual member of the
general public purchasing property, products
or services for commercial, private or public
purposes.
Due diligence
Comprehensive, proactive process to identify
the actual and potential negative social,
environmental and economic impacts of an
organisation’s decisions and activities over the
entire life cycle of a project or organisational
activity, with the aim of avoiding and
mitigating negative impacts.
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Employee

Impact of an organisation

Individual in a relationship recognised as an
“employment relationship” in national law or
practice.

Positive or negative change to society,
economy or the environment wholly or
partially resulting from an organisation’s past
and present decisions and activities.

Environment
Natural surroundings in which an organisation
operates, including air, water, land, natural
resources, flora, fauna, people, outer space and
their interrelationships.

Initiative for social responsibility

Ethical behaviour

Entity or group of people and facilities with an
arrangement of responsibilities, authorities and
relationships and identifiable objectives.

Behaviour that is in accordance with
accepted principles of right or good conduct
in the context of a particular situation and
is consistent with international norms of
behaviour.

Programme or activity expressly devoted to
meeting a particular aim related to social.
Organisation

Organisational governance

The international standard on social
responsibility, ISO 26000, defines organizational
Ethical management
governance as “A system by which an
Refers to corporate management that not only organisation makes and implements decisions
fulfils economic goals and legal responsibilities, in pursuit of its objectives.”
but also meets the ethical expectations
Principle
imposed by social norms in conducting
business.
Fundamental basis for decision making or
behaviour.
Gap analysis
Product
Is a method of assessing the differences in
performance between a business’ information
Article or substance that is offered for sale or is
systems or software applications to determine part of a service delivered by an organisation.
whether business requirements are being
Service
met and, if not, what steps should be taken to
ensure they are met successfully.
Actions of an organisation.
Gender equality

SME

Equitable treatment for women and men.

Small and Medium Enterprises.
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Social Projects

Third sector organisation

Social action projects are carried out by
individuals or groups of people working
together for the good of others and not for
profit.

Includes voluntary and community
organisations (both registered charities and
other organisations such as associations, selfhelp groups and community groups), social
enterprises, mutuals and co-operatives. Third
sector organisations (TSOs) generally are
independent of government.

Stakeholder
Individual or group that has an interest in any
decision or activity of an organisation.
Stakeholder engagement
Activity undertaken to create opportunities for
dialogue between an organisation and one or
more of its stakeholders.
Supply chain
Sequence of activities or parties that provides
products or services to the organisation. The
purpose of this International Standard supply
chain is used as defined above.

Transparency
Openness about decisions and activities
that affect society, the economy and the
environment and willingness to communicate
these in a clear, accurate, timely, honest and
complete manner.
Value chain
Entire sequence of activities or parties that
provide or receive value in the form of
products or services.

Sustainable development
Development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs.
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Demonstrate your commitment now
and become a CSR Leader.
Call 01494 444494 to find out more about application
or visit www.csr-accreditation.co.uk
Take our free CSR Accreditation assessment survey online visit
www.csr-accreditation.co.uk/csr-assessment-survey/
CSR-Accreditation, 97 Cock Lane, High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 7DZ
Email - info@csr-accreditation.co.uk Call - 01494 444494 or 07831 857332

